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Transparency and imaginary colors
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Unlike the Metelli monochrome transparencies, when overlays and their backgrounds have chromatic content,
the inferred surface colors may not always be physically realizable, and are in some sense “imaginary.” In these
cases, the inferred chromatic transmittance or reflectance of the overlay lies outside the RGB spectral bound-
aries. Using the classical Metelli configuration, we demonstrate this illusion and briefly explore some of its
attributes. Some observer differences in perceiving transparencies are also highlighted. These results show
that the perception of transparency is much more complex than conventionally envisioned. © 2009 Optical
Society of America

OCIS codes: 330.0330, 330.5020, 330.5510, 330.7310, 350.2450, 290.7050.
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. INTRODUCTION
olor is an important perceptual attribute of surfaces.
erhaps the most common way to identify perceived color

s by way of an atlas, such as the Munsell Atlas. Under
tandard illumination, the tokens in an atlas can be
apped into a triple of RGB (tristimulus) values in the
IE system. These triples specify completely the gamut of
ll colors observed for Lambertian surfaces seen under
he standard illuminant and occupy what is designated as
he color solid [1]. If an RGB tristimulus value lies outside
he color solid for the illuminant, then that stimulus is
hysically unrealizable, or, in some sense “imaginary.”
Definition: An unrealizable surface color is represented

y tristimulus values that lie outside the boundaries of
he color solid, implying a nonphysical, Lambertian spec-
ral reflectance.

To illustrate, P and Q in Fig. 1 are seen by most observ-
rs as colors of a single homogeneous transparent surface
hat overlays two opaque surfaces A and B of different re-
ectance. In fact, if the physics is modeled using either
he Metelli or the Kubelka–Munk formulation, then the
erceptual interpretation leads to unrealizable RGB tris-
imulus values. This is illustrated in the left panel of Fig.
using the RGB unit cube to approximate the boundaries

f the color solid [2]. This kind of violation was first noted
n the late 1970s [3].

In the Metelli model, the inferred color of a transparent
urface that overlays a background is the composite of
wo parameters: the spectral reflectance �� and the trans-
ittance �� of the overlay. Both must lie in the interval [0,

]. Metelli [4–6] proposed a simple linear model where the
raction �� of the light from the background was transmit-
ed through the overlay, and the remaining fraction �1
��� was reflected off the overlay. (This model may be re-
arded as an approximation to the Kubelka–Munk formu-
ation [7]). Because Metelli’s model simply adds some
raction of light from the background to that reflected off
he overlay, the chromaticity of P must lie on a line from
1084-7529/09/051119-10/$15.00 © 2
he inferred RGB values of the overlay to the RGB values
f its background, namely A, and similarly for B and Q.

This condition is illustrated in a depiction of an RGB
hromaticity plot in the right panel of Fig. 2. The inter-
ection V of these two loci is the expected observed chro-
aticity, which in this case lies within the spectral bound-

ry and hence is physically plausible. In contrast, the left
anel shows the condition of particular interest to us. As
entioned earlier, here the Metelli model is violated be-

ause the RGB values of the overlay lead to chromaticities
hat have a negative B value, with point V lying outside
he RGB triangle and even beyond the spectral locus. This
s physically unrealizable [1,3].

In our experiments, we focus on the inferred spectral
eflectances �� and transmittances �� of the perceived
ransparent overlays, rather than the perceived color of
he overlay. To deduce the inferred �� and �� values from
he subject’s settings of RGB tristimulus values, we sim-
ly apply Metelli’s model [4,7]:
If P�, Q� are the two regions of the overlay, and if the

wo background regions are A�, B� as shown in Fig. 1,
hen the tristimulus values of the observed colors will sat-
sfy

P� = ��A� + �1 − �����, �1a�

Q� = ��B� + �1 − �����. �1b�

hese conditions lead to the following two constraints on
elations between the observed components of the back-
round A�, B� and the overlay P�, Q�:

�0 � �� � 1� ⇒ 0 � �P� − Q��/�A� − B�� � 1, �2�

�0 � �� � 1� ⇒ 0 � �− P�B� + A�Q��/�A� − B� − P� + Q�� � 1.

�3�

enceforth we will eliminate the � subscripts, it being un-
erstood that conditions (2) and (3) will be checked for all
009 Optical Society of America
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hree RGB tristimulus values used to generate the dis-
lays. These formulas completely describe the physics
but see Appendix B for qualifiers).

. METHODS
isplays similar to Fig. 1 were generated on a G4 eMac

omputer. The x, y chromaticities were [{0.64, 0.33}, {0.28,
.60}, {0.15, 0.073}] with maximum screen luminance of
45 cd/m2 as calibrated by LaCIE Blue eye and Monaco
ptix instruments. The gamma was set at 1.0, and the il-

uminant was modeled as D65 (0.312, 0.329). The overall
isplay subtended 18�18 cm and created a neutral gray
ackground of luminance 48 cd/m2. Superimposed on this
ackground were the two adjacent panels A and B, each
.5�15 cm. On top of these panels was a 4�4 cm overlay
plit vertically into halves to create panels P and Q. The
ypical viewing distance was 60 cm. (This was not a criti-
al parameter).

At the bottom of the display was a slider that could be
oved by the subject to adjust RGB values. In pilot stud-

ig. 1. Example transparency. The RGB values are: A=
�0.50,0.50,0.70�; B= = �0.50,0.50,0.30�; P= = �0.20,0.20,0.40�
nd Q= = �0.20,0.20,0.05�. Using Metelli Eqs. (1), a reflectance
nd transmittance of the overlay can be calculated for each RGB
ristimulus value. For this example, the inferred reflectance and
ransmittance for the B tristimulus values were, respectively,
0.63 and 0.73. The negative value indicates a Metelli violation
equiring an unrealizable or “imaginary” spectral surface color
see Fig. 2).

ig. 2. Slice at the RGB color space showing a violation of the
etelli conditions (left) and another example that is physically

ealizable (right).
es, these values were set for each panel, enabling us to
xplore a wide range of conditions. During this series we
bserved several subjects who would accept partial trans-
arencies when only one panel satisfied the Metelli con-
itions [8–14]. Hence, to avoid independent settings for P
nd Q, we linked the RGB values of the two halves of the
verlay.

Our setup is clarified in Fig. 3, which is part of a planar
ection in RGB space. This plane is defined by the RGB
alues of A, B, and the anchor point max-PQ. This last
oint is the most extreme RGB value for P ,Q for the cho-
en task. Given points A ,B we then located their mid-
oint C. Now a line Lpq joining max-PQ with C �mid-AB�
an be calculated. Twenty to thirty-five uniformly spaced
GB positions along the line Lpq were chosen, the number
epending upon the experiment, ranging from max-PQ to
in-PQ as illustrated in Fig. 3. From each of these posi-

ions, the two sets of RGB values were calculated, one for
and the other for Q at an orientation parallel to AB.

hese values of P and Q were yoked to depart symmetri-
ally from the line Lpq. The extent of the departure from
pq was controlled by the subject using a slider visible at

he bottom of the display. Hence, if the mid-PQ position
ere set at the position C on the line Lpq, the extreme PQ

ettings would be A and B. A similar procedure was used
t all other points along line Lpq. Hence, at each of these
oints, the chromaticities of P and Q were pulled apart
ntil the subject failed to see the PQ overlay as transpar-
nt. (Note that unlike the anchor point max-PQ, over
ost of the interior region of the parallelogram, it is pos-

ible to pull P ,Q apart so their RGB positions lie outside
he parallelogram). The P–Q separation was then re-
uced until the percept of transparency reappeared, and
his setting was entered into a data file as the transpar-
ncy limit for that trial. The result is a set of PQ values
hat construct (curved) loci analogous to the AV and BV
ays shown in Fig. 2. These loci were stored as the re-
ponses.

ig. 3. Depiction of the experimental conditions. The parallelo-
ram is part of a plane in RGB space defined by the points, A, B,
nd an anchor point max-PQ. Points are chosen along the line
hrough C joining max-PQ and min-PQ. The boundary of the par-
llelogram indicates the limiting PQ settings for the Metelli con-
itions. In the lower panel, we show averaged settings for task 8
Fig. 4). Note that observers accept settings that lie outside the
arallelogram.
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During each trial, there was also a calculation that de-
ermined whether any of the RGB beam values were in-
dvertently being frozen at their maximum levels. A sig-
al light indicated when such clipping occurred, and
hese settings were replaced by the limiting values just
nside the clipping.

. ANALYSIS
. Metelli Limits
he response files contained the set of RGB values for P
nd Q, as well as the inferred reflectance �� and trans-
ittance ��, as calculated from Eqs (1). (Summaries are

iven in Appendix A, showing the RGB values for A ,B
nd P ,Q for some of the more important violations). To
implify the analysis, the data for each trial were typi-
ally plotted in rank order on the [0, 1] interval with
in-PQ=0 at the left end of the scale and max-PQ=1 at

he right end. For most cases, these extreme values for
ransmittance and reflectance are pinned at 0 or 1 by this
onstruction, and are the expected limiting values. Figure
shows example plots for one condition where only the B

ristimulus values were varied by the subject. (The RGB
arameters were A= �0.5,0.5,0.7�, B= �0.5,0.5,0.3�, and
ax-PQ= �1,1,1�, as shown in row 1 of Table 1 in Appen-

ix A). The upper plot gives the value of the inferred
ransmittance of the overlay needed to satisfy the Metelli
ondition, while the lower plot shows the result for in-
erred reflectance. Note there is a regular pattern with al-
ost half the points requiring nonphysical values for ei-

her transmittance or reflectance. However, the regions of
he violations are different for each, as will be discussed
hortly.

Although we did not systematically record perceived
hromatic aspects of the overlay, there was general con-
ensus about achromatic effects, which fell into three dif-
erent regions: blackish, grayish, and whitish. These are
ndicated in Fig. 4 by vertical dashed lines L, M, and H,
hich are mnemonics for “lower,” “middle,” and “high”
alues for PQ. Slice M corresponds to the trial position
here the PQ overlay has RGB values midway between

hose for A and B. Hence by adjustment of the slider, P
nd Q can, respectively, match A and B. Ideally, we expect
hat at mid-PQ the extreme settings should be A and B
ith ��=1.0 and the inferred reflectance �� equal to the
verage of A and B. However, this condition is an obvious
ingularity. Although the extremes for �� are typically
reater than one in this region, we sometimes find a dip
n transmittance back toward 1 near mid-PQ=0.5 (line M
n Fig. 4).

A second, and more interesting type of singularity ap-
ears near the lower and higher regions of the reflectance
alculation indicated by the lines L and H in Fig. 4. These
ines correspond to PQ values of 1/3 and 2/3. Note that to
he left of L and to the right of H, we have violations in ��,
ith high variance near L and H. Both slices correspond

o a change in the sign relationships between the denomi-
ator and the numerator of Eq. (3). For the illustrative
xample, the value of �A–B� is fixed over all trials, but the
–Q difference increases as the overlay changes from
ark tones, through gray, to white. Near both L and H
hese differences are numerically similar to the A–B dif-
erence. Data points near these singularities had high
ariance, and values that exceeded 1.5 or were less than
0.7 are plotted on the panel boundary.
One might argue that both the L and H violations are

imply due to noise in the observer’s settings, and hence
re not significant. However, the pattern of three nega-
ively sloped loci about the L and H singularities reveal
n underlying regularity that clearly is not just noise.
urthermore, note that if we consider both transmittance
nd reflectance together, the Metelli violations occur over
he full range explored, not just in the L and H regions.
he reflectance violations �� occur when the overlay has a
lackish or whitish tint, whereas the transmittance ��

iolations occur when the overlay appears grayish.
learly, there is a real effect here.

ig. 4. Averaged values of transmittance �� (top) and reflectance
� (lower) for the upper bounds of transparency settings of eight
ubjects for task 8 (see Table 1 in Appendix A). The dashed
urves indicate values if both of Metelli’s conditions were met at
he same time (the ideal step function for the lower panel has
een smoothed slightly). The L and H vertical lines give approxi-
ate boundaries for grayish tones to the overlay (below L, very

ark; above H, very light). Note that although reflectance is
ostly within the [0,1] interval over the grayish range, most of

he transmittances exceed one. Similarly, the reverse is true out-
ide this gray interval. (Points greater than 1.5 or less than −0.7
re plotted on the upper and lower boundaries of the panel. Ar-
ows indicate very large values for standard deviations that ex-
eeded the range indicated on the left).
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Of passing interest are the loci for both �� and �� if they
re simultaneously satisfied and follow the boundary of
he A, max-PQ, B, min-PQ parallelogram illustrated in
ig. 2. The dashed curves in Fig. 4 show this constraint,
elaxed slightly for ��. For transmittance, all points lie on
triangle with the reflectance of 1 at mid-PQ=0.5 and

re zero at both max- and min-PQ. For reflectance, the
imiting locus is a step from 0 to 1 at mid-PQ. In Fig. 4
his locus is rounded to create an ogive, which better re-
ects plausible observer settings.

. Kubelka–Munk Limits
he Metelli model assumes that the fraction �� of light
oming off the background is transmitted through the
verlay without internal scatter. A more realistic physical
odel is to include effects of all light scattered internally

ff the opaque particles of the overlay. In this vein there
ave been several analyses of optical conditions, such as
aze or fog, or filters with internal reflections, that indi-
ate the Metelli model, although very simple, is a good ap-
roximation for other transparency effects [15–20]. To
dd to this list, we have calculated the equations for in-
erring physical absorbance and turbitity transmittances,
ccording to the Kubelka–Munk model [1,7,21,22]. Ap-
endix A includes the results of these calculations for
ome of our trials. As others have found before us, the lim-
ting conditions for the more physically realistic models
ere rather similar to Metelli’s. Hence when a Metelli
iolation occurred, typically that setting also violated the
ubelka–Munk model (see also [23]). The intuitive expla-
ation for the similar results is that sign shifts in the con-
rast difference between P and Q and A and B usually do
ot survive either model.

. RESULTS: CONDITIONS FOR
NREALIZABLE COLORS

erceptual violations of any physical model can be the re-
ult of an inadequate model, or alternatively, a failure in
erceptual inference, or both [24]. A few simple examples,
ogether with informal observations, show that most of
he violations we observe are the result of nonveridical
erceptual inferences as well as inadequate physical mod-
ls for configurations of opaque and turbid layers.

. Independence of L ,M ,S Chromatic Channels
odels for transparency, such as Metelli’s, that ignore

uorescence imply that light from any spectral region will
ct independently of light from another spectral region. In
ontrast, an observer’s long-, middle-, and short-wave
hromatic channels �L ,M ,S� may interact, such as when
hey are combined for brightness estimates, or in a color-
pponent representation. To test for the independence of
he L ,M ,S channels, let us keep the B tristimulus values
f A and B as before in Fig. 4, but shift the R and/or G
ristimulus values of A and B either toward the red or the
reen. Similarly, we shift the max-PQ value (i.e., the
riginal {1, 1, 1} values) by a similar amount. (In the
-shifted case the new max-PQ values will be {1, 0.7, 0.7}
nd the upper limit for the B tristimulus value will be
.7). Such a lateral shift in the RGB space does not affect
he conditions on � and adds a mild constant to � . Hence
� �
he result shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4 should be
nchanged, whereas the lower panel will change by a ver-
ical shift. [This claim is easily checked by referring to
qs. (2) and (3)].
Five subjects previously run on task 8 were run on this

ew task 21 (see Appendix A). Although the results of
ome of these observers exhibited three negatively sloped
egions as seen on the earlier task (i.e., the pattern in Fig.
), the averaged data for all of the subjects used for task
1 had extremely high variance. This was most pro-
ounced on the inferred reflectance. Further inspection of

ndividual data revealed that the high variance findings
esulted from averaging over two quite distinctive pat-
erns. These individual differences are exhibited in Fig. 5.

Two of the five subjects had patterns for inferred trans-
ittance and reflectance similar to that of Fig. 4, with in-

erted U-shaped loci for transmittance �� and negatively
loped loci for reflectance ��. Their data are shown on the
eft two panels of Fig. 5. For these subjects, the R-shift

anipulation thus had little effect on the B tristimulus
ettings other than the expected truncation above 0.7 on
he PQ axis where no data points could be collected. We
onclude that for these observers there was little or no in-
eraction between the L ,M ,S chromatic channels.

In contrast, however, three of the five subjects had
hanges that were not expected. As shown in the right
anels of Fig. 5, these new patterns appeared in both the
nferred transmittance and especially in the inferred re-
ectance. For these observers, the transmittance (top
ight) now falls within the acceptable 0–1 interval, as do
ost of the reflectance values (lower right), excepting
here the overlay has a very dark color (i.e., to the left of

he vertical line L). Excepting this lower quarter of the
ange, the inferred reflectance increases almost mono-
onically to reach 1 at the extreme P ,Q anchor point. This
s a dramatic change from Fig. 4 and shows that for some
bservers, there can be strong interactions between the
ong-wave L channel or the middle-wave M channel and
he short-wave S chromatic channel.

. Role of Achromatic Axis
rom the results of Fig. 5, which were based on a red shift

rom an achromatic locus, one might expect that for some
bservers, a blue-green shift in the opposite direction
ight again lead to two or more varieties of results.
ence task 13 was introduced to shift the mean of
in-PQ and max-PQ toward the green (see Appendix A

or settings). Four observers previously run on task 21
Fig. 5) were run on task 13. One of these was signifi-
antly different from the other three, with patterns re-
embling task 8. For the remaining three observers, the
hift of the display toward the green resulted in much less
evere violations. Figure 6 shows their averaged results.
n the top are the inferred transmittances. These data
re the same for all three RGB tristimulus measure-
ents. On the bottom, the solid circles show the Metelli

eflectances calculated from the G tristimulus measure-
ents, while the open circles show reflectances calculated

rom the B tristimulus values. Note the very compressed
ynamic range for the latter, whereas the former shows
n almost linear progression in ��. However, the trans-
ittance inferred from all three tristimulus values (top),
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hows the characteristic triangular form, lying well
ithin the Metelli limits for this class of observer.
The most significant difference between the conditions

f Figs. 5 and 6 is that in the first case, the PQ locus is
oughly parallel to the achromatic (black–white) axis,
hereas in the second case the PQ axis is tilted to run

rom a dark purple through a greenish gray to end in a
ery light green. (Using the Munsell notation [1], A is a
iolet (5PB5/8), whereas B is a yellow-green (7GY7/7)).
he consequence of the second manipulation is to reduce
he perceptible achromatic tint (e.g., blackish, grayish,
hitish). This observation, in addition to the markedly re-
uced violations seen for the same three subjects for the
ig. 5 (right) condition, suggests to us that an achromatic
hannel plays a role in the inference of transparency—at
east for some observers.

. Perceived Depth of Overlay
aboratory setups have reduced constraints as compared
ith real-world conditions. A consequence is that the con-
entional Metelli configuration illustrated in Fig. 1 and

ig. 5. Inferred transmittance (top) and reflectance (bottom) for
re data from two subjects, the right panels are data from thre
Q values of the overlay vary from pinkish to dark purple, wi
= �0.8,0.5,0.3�. See Appendix A for further details.
sed here has a very large number of categorically differ-
nt interpretations [9,23–29]. For example, as mentioned,
ither P or Q may appear transparent, but not both (we
nstructed our subjects to consider this a violation). But

ore extreme, PQ can appear as a surface behind a win-
ow in A and B. Surprisingly, many of our subjects could
ot see—or NEVER saw—this condition, whereas others
ejected this percept as an acceptable transparency (be-
ause we specifically stated that PQ were to appear as an
verlay). One of our eight subjects was known to be
tereo-anomalous [30,31], with reduced ability to process
ncrossed disparities. Extensive studies with this subject
onfirmed that the extreme violations of the Metelli con-
ition, including those for Fig. 5 (left), typically occurred
hen others rejected PQ as lying behind, not in front of
B.
We also note that some observers can key in on differ-

nt color channels, and this attention variable can affect
he results. For example, if those channels become the
ominant attribute of a surface behind the window, this
ercept can be ignored (both JJK and WR could easily

21, where the PQ loci are shifted to the red. The left two panels
ects, all of whom provided similar data for task 8 (Fig. 4). The
x-PQ= �1,0.7,0.7�. The background panels are A= �0.8,0.5,0.7�,
task
e subj
th ma
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erform this manipulation). However, if the discrimina-
ion is absent, such as in a color-anomalous observer, for
xample, that channel may contribute to the inference of
n overlay, where it would otherwise be rejected. This at-
ention factor further increases the complexity of the
ransparency percept and must be considered when
ounting the number of categorically different transpar-
ncy interpretations for the observed PQ versus AB depth
elations for each colored layer.

. DISCUSSION
lthough the failure of simple physics-based models to ac-
ount for transparency perception have been noted before
3,11,24,32–34], our observations document some new and
mportant characteristics. First, not previously noted,
here is an unusual, non-monotonic pattern to the in-

ig. 6. Inferred transmittance (top) and reflectance (bottom) for
ask 13 for three subjects used also for task 21 (right panels of
ig. 5). For task 13 the PQ loci are shifted away from the achro-
atic locus to the green. The PQ values of the overlaid region

ary from light blue-green (5BG8/5) to red-purple (2.5RP3/8),
oving through a greenish gray. max-PQ= �0.4,1,0.4�. The back-

round panels are A= �0.2,0.3,0.7�, B= �0.5,1,0.01�. The trans-
ittances for all three channels are the same; the open circles

how the compressed reflectance values inferred from the B tris-
imulus values; the solid circles show those inferred from the G
ristimulus values. See Appendix A and text for further detail.
erred reflectance violations, as shown especially in Fig. 4.
owever, as shown by Fig. 5, for some conditions and

ome observers, this pattern of inferred reflectance can
ecome monotonic over almost all of the range. This dif-
erence between observers appears to be categorical;
ence future studies should not treat all observers as be-

onging to only one category. Third, although we know
hat violations occur in either inferred transmittance or
eflectance, both types of violations typically do not occur
imultaneously. Finally, as noted by others [13,26,35–38],
he achromatic axis appears to play a special role in per-
eptual transparency.

The failure of Metelli-like models is most obvious when
he perceptual inference of transparency leads to colors
hat are nonrealizable and are, in that sense, imaginary
e.g., the depiction in Fig. 2). Why observers accept cer-
ain nonphysical conditions as transparent is not entirely
lear. One explanation is to note that, unlike achromatic
etelli configurations, the perception of colored transpar-

ncy will involve several chromatic channels in the visual
ystem. Hence a simple hypothesis is that if one (perhaps
ore) of these channels has (have) a violation but a weak

ignal, and the remaining channels have strong signals
nd satisfy the Metelli conditions, then the observer will
ccept the overlay as transparent. Indeed, many of our re-
ults are consistent with a version of this hypothesis. For
xample, if observers differ in the proportion of active L,
, S channels that exhibit violations, this hypothesis

ould explain the observer differences in task 21 shown in
ig. 5. (See also Appendix B).
A related possibility is that observers might require dif-

erent thresholds for what they consider acceptable sig-
als in each of the L, M, S channels. The effect of such a
hreshold will become very apparent if the contrast of the
isplay is reduced. Then violations are more likely be-
ause the judgments are difficult, with the PQ separation
uch more difficult to notice. On the other hand, in the

pposite case where the signals of all channels are raised
o comparable levels, violations are expected to be much
ess frequent, especially if the display is roughly equilu-

inant, for then the contrasts between regions in the L or
channels will be weak, but the short-wave S channel

an be boosted without affecting equiluminance. In this
ase the violations are minimal and are confined to the
Q extremes.
The hypothesis that strong signals in L, M, S channels

atisfying the Metelli conditions will dominate the viola-
ions in chromatic channels with weaker signals raises
he question of how many channels are sufficient to pro-
uce the appearance of transparency. If percepts are
ased on the L, M, S channels, then we expect only three
hannels to be in play. However, if transparency percep-
ion is based on an opponent-color system, then the chan-
els take a different form, such as the opponent Y-B, R-G,
-W. In this formulation, the achromatic K-W channel
lays an explicit role, which is not the case for L, M, S. In
ddition, excepting the equiluminance case, Appendix C
hows that the Metelli conditions cannot be verified for
-B and R-G. But it can be shown that if Metelli violations
ccur in any one of the L, M, S channels, then there is a
9% certainty that there is a violation in the luminance or
chromatic channel. This means that in almost all cases,
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or the opponent-color system only the achromatic chan-
el needs to be checked for Metelli violations.
Let us suppose, however, that observers used an oppo-

ent process scheme to judge transparencies (and hence
id not ignore the chromatic Y-B, R-G channels). In this
ase, violations can be introduced (such as in task 8). For
xample, observers may not always ignore the Y-B, R-G
hannels and may add chromatic content to the display to
reate a hint of the background in the overlay [11,24].
hen violations resulting from adding chromatic content
ill have the greatest effect in the presence of strong ach-

omatic signals, namely, when the percept is of a black to
ark gray or the complementary percept of light gray to
hite, as seen in Figs. 4 and 5.
Curiously, when the display is equiluminant, adding

ints of the background to the overlay can lead to physi-
ally plausible transparencies using an opponent-process
cheme. First, note that in this case, the achromatic chan-
el conveys no significant information about the overlay.
ence the Metelli transparency can be decided on the ba-

is of whichever opponent channel carries the significant
tructural information. As shown in Appendix D, the con-
ition is that the opponent channels should have equal
ign and that the contrast in the overlay should be lower
han that in the background.

In sum, although we favor the hypothesis that observ-
rs use an opponent-process scheme for judging transpar-
ncy, we have no conclusive proof that this is the case.
he striking differences among observers also presents a
roblem: Do some observers rely more on the achromatic
hannels than others? Or are all observers using an
pponent-process scheme, with some invoking the chro-
atic channels in nonequiluminant conditions when oth-

rs do not?
Our final comment addresses again the main claim,

amely, that violations of the Metelli conditions (or the
ubelka–Munk model [21]) can easily be created in chro-
atic displays. This does not imply that most inferences

Table 1. Experimental

ask
No. Max-PQ �A ,B�

Pos.
No.

8 {1.0, 1.0, 1.0} {0.5, 0.5, 0.7} [5]
{0.5, 0.5, 0.3}

[10]

[17]

13 {0.4, 1.0, 0.4} {0.2, 0.3, 0.7} [2]
{0.5, 1.0, 0.01}

20 {0.8, 1.0, 1.0} {0.2, 0.5, 0.7} [6]
{0.2, 0.5, 0.3}

[7]

21 {1.0, 0.7, 0.7} {0.8, 0.5, 0.7} [8]
{0.8, 0.5, 0. 3}

31 {1.0, 1.0, 1.0} {0.3, 0.7, 0.7} [18]
{0.7, 0.3, 0.3}

32 {0.7, 0.7, 1.0} {0.3, 0.7, 1.0} [24]
{0.7, 0.3, 0.6}
bout transparency in the real world will be flawed. First,
any additional constraints come into play, and these

ypically augment the reduced conditions created in the
aboratory. Second, perhaps more important, is that the
iolations reported here assume the Metelli model of a ho-
ogeneous turbid overlay. However, analogous situations

ppear in the natural world that are created in other
ays. For example, consider the occluding contour of
eighboring surfaces where a shadow is cast across the
oundary. This “x-junction” has the same form as the
unction formed between the P, Q, A, B regions of Fig. 1
nd certainly plays a major role [32,35]. But the model
ill be quite different because in this case the scattering

s absent, like a clear overlay without turbidity.
Another common configuration that has the same ap-

earance as the panels in Fig. 1 would be if the interior
quare is a hole, with surfaces P, Q lying behind A, B.
hen again, the Metelli model is not appropriate. In fact

here are four conditions of this kind that correspond to
he placement of the plane of the transparent surface
23]. In our experiments, although many observers consis-
ently saw the PQ panels as in front of AB; others ob-
erved cases where PQ appeared as a hazy film behind
B. Their settings may have been appropriate for this in-

erpretation. Hence depth assertions also can influence
udgments of transparency and may help distinguish be-
ween related phenomena such as translucency, fluores-
ence, or shadows [29]. Simply put, there are a variety of
hysical phenomena with many distinctive underlying
arameters; we cannot expect a system with limited, re-
uced stimuli to categorize all these phenomena reliably.
nderstanding perceptual transparency in a real-world

etting will require a much more complex model than Me-
elli’s, namely, one that considers the gestalt associated
ith a host of possible physical interpretations that in-

lude spatial configurations, their depth relationships,
nd how they are illuminated, as well as the chromatic
ontent of the display [23].

meters and Violations

-��� Metelli Violation �PQ� Comment

0.7} {0.20, 0.20, 0.35} K-M violation
{0.20, 0.20, 0.05}

.7} {0.50, 0.50, 0.70} K-M violation
{0.50, 0.50, 0.20}

.4} {0.80, 0.80, 0.98} K-M violation
{0.80, 0.80, 0.61}

−0.03} {0.24, 0.01, 0.33}
{0.28, 0.10, 0.23} Minor G violation

0.5} {0.32, 0.6, 0.82}
{0.32, 0.6, 0.38} K-M violation

−2.5} {0.38, 0.65, 0.86}
{0.38, 0.65, 0.44} K-M violation

−0.83} {0.46, 0.16, 0.31} Redshifted task 8
{0.46, 0.16,.012}

.7} {0.71, 0.99, 0.99} K-M violation
{0.99, 0.71, 0.71}

1.1} {0.27, 0.69, 0.99} Blue shift 31
{0.69, 0.27, 0.56} One minor violation
Para

���

{0.7, −

{1.2, 0

{0.9, 4

{0.13,

{1.1, −

{1.05,

{0.75,

{0.7, 1

{1.05,
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PPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL
ARAMETERS AND VIOLATIONS
he task number, max-PQ, and �A ,B� settings are shown

n the first three columns of Table 1. (Note that the latter
wo values fully specify the task). In the remaining col-
mns, we list some representative violations, but not nec-
ssarily the extremes for �� and/or ��. For example, from
he plots of Fig. 4, we picked trial 10 for transmittance,
nd trials 5 and 17 for reflectance for the blue channel.

PPENDIX B: INDEPENDENCE OF
PECTRAL SUBCHANNELS
onsider a system made up of two nonoverlapping spec-

ral subchannels. Suppose the Metelli transparency con-
itions are checked for each channel separately. More-
ver, suppose these conditions are also checked for the
uperchannel formed by merging the two subchannels.
his might happen in a system with two spectrally selec-
ive channels in which an �achromatic channel� were
ormed at a secondary stage, the subchannels being of a
rimary (retinal) stage. Then an important question is: If
he Metelli conditions are satisfied at the subchannel
tage, can they ever be violated at the secondary stage,
hat is for the superchannel?

The answer would be immediate if the Metelli condi-
ions were linear [7]. For instance a “luminance” signal
ould be computed at the subchannels (e.g., L, M) and the
uminance computed for the superchannel would simply
e the sum of these two luminances. Thus equality of lu-
inance could be checked either at the primary level

adding the two outcomes) or at the secondary level; it
ould make no difference. In the Metelli transparency

ase, which is nonlinear, it is feasible that the conditions
re satisfied in both subchannels, but are violated for the
uperchannel. Although the Metelli constraints are only
ildly nonlinear (the dividing surfaces in parameter

pace being either planar or ruled surfaces) this condition
till has to be analyzed.

Consider again the Metelli conditions for transparency
n the case of two background areas A and B that appear
s two different colors behind a single transparent over-
ay P and Q, where P is A as seen through the overlay,
nd Q is B as seen through the overlay (i.e., Fig. 1). The
ondition is

F�A,B;P,Q� = ���P � Q� ∧ �A � B�� ∧ �����Q + A + PB�

� �P + QA + B�� ∧ �P � A�� ∨ ��P � A�

∧ �PB � QA���� ∨ ��P � Q� ∧ �A � B�

∧ ���PB � QA� ∧ �P � A�� ∨ ��P � A�

∧ �Q + A + PB� � �AB + QA + B�����. �B1�

or the two subbands 1, 2 we write

C1 = F�A1,B1;P1,Q1�,

C2 = F�A2,B2;P2,Q2�, �B2�

nd for the superchannel
C1+2 = F� �A1 + A2�

2
,
�B1 + B2�

2
;
�P1 + P2�

2
,
�Q1 + Q2�

2 � ,

�B3�

here we divide by two to keep the values within the
0, 1] range. Then

H = �C1 ∧ C2� ∧ ¬ C1+2 �B4�

xpresses the violation of the Metelli transparency condi-
ion for the superchannel when the conditions are satis-
ed in both subchannels. Algebraic simplification (done
ia Mathematica) yields a very long expression (16 lines)
hat conceivably might still be identically TRUE. In order
o decide the issue we evaluated the expression for ran-
om values of the parameters, where A, B, P, and Q for
ither channel were drawn from a uniform distribution on
0, 1].

We find that in about 1% of the cases the expression
valuates to TRUE, in 99% of the cases to FALSE.

Thus when the Metelli conditions are satisfied in the
ubchannels there is indeed no guarantee that they might
ot be violated in the superchannel, though this will hap-
en only in rare cases. For the purposes of the present
ork it is safe to ignore such rare occurrences.
In case Metelli is not violated in the superchannel, it is

till possible that there is a violation in one or both of the
ubchannels. Consider the sequence {1st subchannel, 2nd

ubchannel, superchannel}. Let T stand for TRUE (i.e.,
etelli constraints satisfied), F for FALSE (Metelli con-

traints violated). Then we find from a simulation of 105

ases the following estimates of frequencies of occurrence:

FF 58.6%
FT, TFF, FTF 10.6%
TT, TFT 3.34%
TF 0.896%
TT 1.90%

ll combinations occur, though with very different fre-
uencies. Apparently, acceptance of transparency in the
uperchannel by no means implies absence of violation in
he subchannels.

Note that the trichromatic case is not essentially differ-
nt from the dichromatic case considered here.

PPENDIX C: METELLI CONDITIONS IN AN
PPONENT COLOR SYSTEM
onsider the simple case of a dichromatic opponent sys-

em. For convenience, relabel the two spectral subband
hannels X, Y and propose two superband channels U,
hich is a superposition channel, and V, which is a differ-
nce channel. Then U and V are encoded as U= �X+Y� /2,
hat is the “achromatic channel,” and V= �X−Y� /2, that is
he “opponent channel.” When X, Y are on [0,1], then U, V
re again in [0,1], whereas the opponent signals vary on
−1/2, +1/2].

We write the background areas A and B as �K+L� /2
nd �K−L� /2, respectively, where K denotes an “achro-
atic” and L an “opponent” channel. Likewise, we write
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he areas P and Q (that are the backgrounds A and B as
een through the transparent overlay) as �S+T� /2 and
S−T� /2, respectively, where S denotes an “achromatic”
nd T an “opponent” channel. The Metelli condition can
hus be expressed as (see Appendix B)

F�K + L

2
,
K − L

2
;
S + T

2
,
S − T

2 � . �C1�

This inevitably leads to a rather complicated expres-
ion. However, it can be simplified considerably, and with-
ut sacrificing generality, by considering suitable special
ases. Consider the case A�B. It is still general, for if A
B then we simply mirror reflect the Metelli configura-

ion. Now A�B implies P�Q when Metelli transparency
s to be possible, so we may assume both A�B and P

Q here. Then the expression simplifies to �KT�LS�,
hich we prefer to write as

L

K
�

T

S
, �C2�

n which ratios of the opponent to the corresponding ach-
omatic channels are compared. But this implies that the
etelli transparency conditions cannot be expressed in a

orm

G�K,S� ∧ H�L,T�, �C3�

here G�K ,S� is a constraint in terms of the achromatic
nd H�L ,T� an independent constraint in terms of the
hromatic signals.

Thus one cannot have a system that checks for Metelli
onsistency in independent achromatic and opponent
hannels and subsequently combines the results by a logi-
al AND. In order to check Metelli transparency one
eeds to consider the achromatic and opponent channels
imultaneously, essentially backtransforming to the pri-
ary intensity (nonopponent) channels.
To summarize, for the case of a true opponent system

ne expects Metelli transparency to be a function of the
chromatic channel only, the opponent channels merely
ontributing to the “mental paint.”

This analysis applies equally well to the trichromatic
ase.

PPENDIX D: EQUILUMINANT
ONFIGURATIONS
otice that for the equiluminant case, i.e., when K= =S

Appendix C), there is a very simple condition. That is to
ay, if the configuration is known to be equiluminant
which would be signaled by the absence of contrast in the
chromatic channel), Metelli transparency can be decided
n the basis of the opponent channel (which is the only
hannel carrying significant structural information in
hat case). This condition is that the opponent channels
hould have equal sign and that the contrast in the over-
ay should be lower than that in the background, thus

�LT � 0� ∧ ��T� � �L��. �D1�

his strategy for deciding transparency is among the sim-

lest, but applies only in roughly equiluminant displays.
ote that these include strongly colored patterns.
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